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Pepper-Game Project V1.2 

Tim Scheffer 

§1: Abstract 

 

The work and private environment for humans is changing, the increase of service 

robots that facilitate the workplace and households form a new mixed human-robot 

environment. This creates situations where humans and robots will have increasingly 

more interactions with each other and will have to communicate daily. It is expected of 

the robot to comply to human conventions during human-robot interactions. One of the 

challenges is communicating the robot’s intended state. Robots can use behavioral 

cues to communicate their intention towards humans. The participants played a 

navigation game against a robot showing three behavioral cues: LEDs, speech, and 

gesture that let the robot communicate its future location. The cues were measured on 

three subjective indexes: social presence, personal evaluation, and perceived safety 

and two objective indexes that indicate the efficiency of the interaction: interaction time 

and number of steps. The results show that the LEDs cue score average on every 

subjective and objective index. The speech cue scores higher or equal to the gesture 

cue on the subjective indexes and the gesture cue scores best on interaction time and 

number of steps. The outcomes of this research are meant to give insight on how the 

social cues are perceived and evaluated by humans in a mixed human-robot 

environment when the goal of the robot is to communicate its intended state. 

 

§2: Introduction 

 

The use of autonomous service robots in our everyday lives is gradually increasing. 

These robots can aid humans in their work tasks, such as picking up stock in 

warehouses or deliver medicine in hospitals, and aid in household tasks, for instance 

the vacuum cleaner robots that autonomously navigate through and vacuum 

households. These tasks change the operating environment for industrial and 

commercial robots, from an environment without humans to a mixed human-robot 

environment. In this environment robots share their environment with humans where 

they also must work together (Christensen & Pacchierotti, 2005). This creates 
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situations where humans and robots will have increasingly more interactions with each 

other and will have to communicate daily. 

 As robots become gradually more complex, they will be able to perform more 

than one task that will be at different locations in company buildings and households 

(Kruse, Pandey, Alami, & Kirsch, 2013). A warehousing robot may pick up a package 

at location A, navigate from location A to B and drop the package off at location B. 

Along the way it will encounter different static and dynamic obstacles, such as shelves, 

other robots, and humans, and has to adapt. The change in environment and the fact 

that the robot has to navigate in a workplace shared with humans challenges the robot 

in its social capabilities, in which the robot has to communicate in human-robot 

interactions and adapt to human conventions (Mumm & Mutlu, 2011; Khambhaita & 

Alami, 2017; Fong, Nourbakhsh, & Dautenhahn, 2002).  

 It is important for both actors to intuitively understand what the other is doing 

now, and what the other is going to do in the future (Klein, Feltovich, Bradshaw & 

Woods, 2005). The human and robot need to be able to communicate properly during 

navigation (Goodrich & Schultz, 2008), for instance to prevent colliding into each other 

or taking an inefficient route because the other stands in their way.  

 By gaining a deeper understanding of the factors that influence the effectivity 

and efficiency of human-robot interactions that take place, we may gain a better sense 

on how to design and develop robots that operate in a human-robot environment from 

a human standpoint. Because navigation will be one of the tasks that considerably 

influences robot efficiency, we want to investigate some of the human-robot 

interactions that occur during navigation and how robots can communicate in this 

situation. 

 

ROBOT NAVIGATION AND DISPLAYING CUES 

Robot navigation is defined as the relocation of the body of the robot, this is called 

base motion (Kruse, Pandey, Alami & Kirsch, 2013). Interaction with humans can occur 

with the goal “base motion”, for instance when robots escort people, or as “side effect”, 

for instance when the robot must move because it stands in the way of a human’s 

trajectory. An interaction can be any change in behavior of the human or robot because 

of the others perceived presence. For example, if someone is distracted because the 

other is seemingly present is it considered as a form of interaction. This implies that in 
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a mixed human-robot environment, a lot of interactions will take place between humans 

and robots.  

 Cues are short prompts that have the potential to communicate information 

(Breazeal et al., 2005). Cues can be explicit and implicit (Rios-Martinez, Spalanzani, 

& Laugier, 2015). Explicit cues are actions with the goal of communicating information 

to the other, for instance the deliberate distance between actors to signal the level of 

intimacy of the interaction. Implicit cues are actions that are mostly unconscious and 

communicate information to the other during an interaction, for instance the emotional 

undertone of a conversation. The goal of the conversation is the transfer of textual 

information, but the emotional undertone gives the observer information about the 

mental state of the other. Robots can communicate with humans by using both explicit 

and implicit cues to convey information. The display of cues can be helpful when 

navigating through the environment, for instance to communicate a headed trajectory 

by pointing in that direction or by showing someone they are noticed by the other with 

a gaze cue. 

 Cues are defined as social cues when they have the potential to convey social 

signals that can be used to determine the others mental state and to anticipate the 

other intention (Burghart & Haeussling, 2005). The term intention is used as the set of 

actions that need to be performed or have been performed to reach a certain goal 

(Bauer, Wollherr, & Buss, 2008). To understand how social cues are interpreted into 

social signals by humans and robots is propositioned by the social signal processing 

(SSP) theory (Vinciarelli, Pantic, & Bourlard, 2009). The SSP approach aims to 

understand human social cognition by investigating how social cues relate to social 

signals and how they are interpreted by the observer during an interaction.  

 

SOCIAL CUES AND SOCIAL SIGNALS 

Social cues are noticeable to the observer for their potential to channel useful 

information. Social cues can be physical or behavioral (Fiore et al., 2013). Physical 

cues contain aspects of physical appearance and environmental factors, such as 

distance and position between actors to indicate the level of intimacy of the interaction. 

Behavioral cues consist of non-verbal movements, actions and gestures as well as 

verbal vocalizations and expression using body and face.  
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 The research on proxemics in human robot interaction is a good example of 

using physical cues. Proxemics examines how humans use social conventions in 

spatial environments, for instance the distance between actors to indicate the level of 

intimacy of the interaction (Hall, 1966). Behavioral cues are researched for instance 

during teamwork interaction, where the robot and human work together to achieve a 

similar goal (Bauer, Wollherr & Buss, 2008) and Vinciarelli, Pantic, & Bourlard (2009) 

broadly address the current technological state of robots to recognize social behavioral 

cues of humans. But behavioral cues are not widely researched in navigational human 

robot interactions and how these cues are interpreted and evaluated by humans. 

Saulnier, Sharlin, & Greenberg (2011) investigated different robot cues to find out how 

a robot can initiate an interruption in different ways and how humans interpreted the 

urgency of the interruption. They found that the use of a minimal non-verbal physical 

cue (proxemics) and behavioral cue (motion) are sufficient for humans to interpret the 

urgency of the interruption, but they suggested that the use of additional cues can be 

used to further improve the performance of the interaction. This suggests that the use 

of minimal cues, defined by Saulnier, Sharlin, & Greenberg (2011) as: “behavior that 

relies on a few simple physical capabilities currently present in robots”, can be used as 

communication tools convey social signals to humans. 

 Humans use social signals to interpret the meaning out of the social cues. Social 

signals function on a higher semantic level than social cues. The interpretations are 

used by the observer to make a mental state model of the other and anticipate the 

future state of the interaction (Streater, Bockelman Morrow, & Fiore, 2012). The mental 

state that is made of the other person is an assessment of the others state of mind 

(how someone is perceived to feel at that moment and how it interacts with the 

cognitive system of the other) and the attitude of the other towards the observer 

(Vinciarelli, Pantic & Bourlard, 2009). For example, Fiore et al. (2013) created a mixed 

environment in which the human and the robot encounter each other in a hallway. The 

robot is programmed to cut in front of the participant (assertive state) or let to human 

go first (passive state). With this cue, the participant was asked to evaluate the mental 

state of the robot. The participants found the robot to be politer whenever the robot let 

the participant pass first and adjusted the participant’s anticipated future state of the 

robot in upcoming interactions. How robots make use of different cues influences the 

perceived mental state of the robot. Humans use the mental state to anticipate the 
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future state of an interaction. It needs to be investigated how the different social signals 

that cues convey towards humans are interpreted and how they are evaluated. This 

gives insight into how cues communicate information during human robot interactions. 

 Research in recognizing human intention by a robot is progressing in terms of 

recognizing trajectory patterns. Some robots can recognize a human’s navigation path 

and are able to adapt their behavior to future situations (Park et al., 2016)? It helps 

robots in their decision-making process on how to adapt to the current and future 

situation and to act accordingly. How humans perceive the intention of a robot is 

researched as well, the robots display different types of cues in order to find out how 

humans react during the interaction, a list of examples is given by Ajoudani et al. 

(2018). For instance, by using visual, auditory or haptic feedback.  But not a lot of 

research has been done on how humans recognize the robot’s navigational trajectory 

and how the robot cues are evaluated. The evaluation of cues is important because it 

assesses the ability of the robot to convey what it is doing right now and what it is going 

to do in the future. Most robots lack the ability to display the correct verbal and non-

verbal social cues (Fiore et al., 2013), and research needs to be done on the factors 

that influence the understanding of robot intention during navigation and 

communication via cues. 

 

COMMUNICATION INTENTION 

Whether the interaction involves explicit or implicit communication is up to the human’s 

and robot’s behavior (Breazeal et al., 2005). The first type of communication has the 

goal to initiate a reaction of the other and the deliberate conveyance of information, for 

instance pointing in a direction or handing over a tool. In the first type of 

communication, the conveyed information inherent in behavior but that was not 

intended. For instance, when a human reads the robot’s gaze in a certain direction to 

anticipate where the robot’s attention is directed at. Breazeal et al. (2005) found that 

the use of implicit communicative behavior increased task performance of the robot’s 

explicit communication cues and the robot’s understandability in cooperative tasks. But 

the use of implicit communication is difficult for robots to adhere without becoming 

confusing for humans (Breazeal et al., 2005). Deriving implicit information requires 

more cognitive skill of the observer and in navigation interaction it is important that the 

robot is as clear as possible and leave the least amount of interpretation for the 
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observer. Using of explicit forms of communication tends to be preferred in 

communicating intention. Bauer, Wollherr, & Buss (2008) state different ways for a 

robot to explicitly communicate its intention. Robots have different characteristics 

(humanoid vs non-humanoid) and both types are being used in mixed environments, 

research on cues that can be used on most robots will be preferred to have a more 

generalized supposition for robot development recommendations. Several cues that 

can be used for explicit communication are be listed below, including descriptive 

characteristics, benefits and disadvantages. We listed cues that convey different ways 

of communicating intention, see figure 1. The colored items are the cues set groups 

and how they are related to communicate intention. 

 [1] Light Emitting Diodes: A cue that is already being used by robots in 

warehouses of distribution centers to communicate trajectories and navigational 

intentions, are Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs). LEDs are used to communicate the 

current or near future state of the robot, for instance moving left or attempting to stop 

(i.e. lowering speed). LEDs are categorized as signal cues. Signal cues are used by 

robots to communicate hints to the observer by using non-verbal cues. The advantage 

of LEDs is that they can be mounted easily and almost everywhere on a robot 

(modular) and are recognizable because of its use in current navigational situations. 

LEDs (or lighting in general) are used a lot to communicate direction, actions and 

conditions in traffic situations, for instance in blinker lights in cars or the use of color in 

traffic lights. Most uses of LEDs do not communicate complex and large amounts of 

information during navigation to avoid information overload and make interpretation 

 

Figure 1: The ways of communicating intention are shown. Some of these intentions are communicated 

explicitly and some are communicated implicitly and sometimes unconsciously, indicated in italic (Bauer, 

Wollherr & Buss, 2008). The assigned groups of every cue are in congruent colors. 
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and decoding difficult. For instance, logistic road networks use congruent coloring in 

traffic to avoid confusing the users. 

 [2] Speech: Human-robot interaction researches the use of language to 

communicate intention and how it is interpreted by others (Goodrich & Schultz, 2008). 

The use of speech is an important aspect in language communication and is seen by 

humans as a very natural way of communicating complex and large amounts of 

information (Rios-Martinez, Spalanzani & Laugier, 2015). Language can be used to 

communicate explicit information through the content in speech and text, but also 

implicitly through emotional speech (Bauer, Wollherr, & Buss, 2008). Speech is one of 

the few cues that conveys information through the auditory system and does not 

require vision or haptic signals. This means it can be combined with other ways of 

communication or used without. One of the advantages of speech is the presence of 

the cue in its environment and the ability to quickly attract attention, but it is also a 

disadvantage as the information may not be directed to the whole environment and 

can lead to distraction. Some robots can identify human speech cues and are able to 

adapt their behavior (Rios-Martinez, Spalanzani & Laugier, 2015), making speech a 

viable option for both humans and robots to communicate. 

 [3] Gestures: Robots can also communicate intention during navigation by using 

gestural movement, in which the body of the robot is used to indicate a direction by 

pointing the front of the robot in the intended direction (Saulnier, Sharlin, & Greenberg, 

2011). It is important that the front of the robot is recognizable for the observer, since 

not all robots have this feature. Secondly, the robot must move in the frontside direction 

once the cue is given, as it contradicts when it moves in a sideways or backwards 

direction to prevent confusion. The use of the front side of the robot to indicate direction 

is a visual signal (Bauer, Wollherr, & Buss, 2008). Ajoudani et al. (2018) stated that the 

use of visual feed-forward is suitable for motion planning and trajectory generation and 

is intuitive from a human perspective. Robots can recognize these cues in humans and 

can use this information to recognize the human’s intention (Park et al., 2016), making 

gestural movement a viable option for both humans and robots to communicate during 

navigation. 
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SOCIAL PRESENCE 

Human-robot interaction studies provide frameworks for robots to make them appear 

more social during interactions (Breazeal et al., 2005), one of those frameworks is 

social presence theory. Social presence theory states that the behavior or actions of 

an agent influence the perception of its social presence and emotional state. A robot 

needs to be perceived as socially present to be successful in its communication of its 

social signals (Fiore et al., 2013). The robot needs to be identifiable, or in other words 

socially present by humans (Lee, Jung, Kim & Kim, 2006). If so, then the cues the robot 

displays will be social and help humans in recognizing the social signals of the robot. 

Social presence is defined by Harms & Biocca (2004) as the degree to which an actor 

perceives being in the company of another actor. The degree of perceived social 

presence gives the robot a sense of accessibility and understanding of its intentional 

state by humans (Biocca, Harms & Burgoon, 2003). Social presence theory aims to 

describe how humans process the intentions of others, specifically during social 

interactions with artificial actors (Harms & Biocca, 2004). Mumm & Mutlu (2011) have 

shown that, humans judge autonomous robots as social actors that are able to 

communicate social signals. The use of social cues thus seems to be promising to 

communicate certain intentions as a robot and helps humans in anticipating its future 

state. 

 Social presence influences how humans perceived the mental state of robots 

and relates to how people anticipate the robots future state. Measuring variations in 

perceived social presence while using different types of cues can help in uncovering 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the interaction between robots and humans (Abeele, 

Roe & Pandelaere, 2007). By investigating interactions between humans and robots 

we can better understand the factors that are important when a robot is using cues and 

how the interaction develops. Although there has been research on the differences 

between physiological and behavioral cues of robots (Althaus et al., 2004), there is 

little to no research on how people perceive the cues and anticipate the robot’s 

intention. Research on this topic is needed because humans need to be able to 

intuitively understand the intentions of robots during an interaction in order to have 

efficient communication and correctly understand each other (Klein, Feltovich, 

Bradshaw & Woods, 2005). 
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 The behavior of the robot needs to be predictable, adaptable and easily 

understandable by humans for the robot to communicate its intention efficiently (Rios-

Martinez, Spalanzani & Laugier, 2015). The display of cues, particularly social cues, is 

a way for robots to communicate intention towards humans and anticipate the robot’s 

future state. As discussed before, there is a lack of research on the use of behavioral 

cues used by robots during navigation, while they have the potential to communicate 

important information. 

 SSP states that if cues are seen as social cues, it improves a person’s 

recognition of the robot’s intention. The efficiency of a social signal is influenced by the 

perceived level of social presence of the robot, where a more socially present robot is 

more efficient in communicating its intention. Fiore et al. (2013) state that the type of 

social cue influences the social presence of the robot. Because the types of cues differ 

in the way they communicate intention, the perceived level of social presence can be 

expected to differ per displayed cue. Therefore, one would expect the LEDs and 

gesture cue to be perceived as less of a social cue compared to speech for its ability 

to convey more complex information and its natural way of communication for humans. 

The perceived social presence of the speech cue is expected to be higher. This leads 

to the following hypothesis and sub-hypotheses.  

 

 There are also differences in the level of complexity a cue can convey and this 

affects the interpretation and level of understanding of the observer. How the 

information is interpreted (i.e. the interpretation of the social signal), can be traced back 

to the level of perceived message understanding (PMU). Harms & Biocca (2004, p.1) 

define PMU as “the ability of the user to understand the message being received from 

the interactant as well as their perception of the interactant’s level of message 

understanding”.  

H1: The type of cue displayed by a 
robot affects the perceived social 

presence of the robot.

H1a: The LEDs cue displayed 
by a robot reduces the 

perceived social presence of 
the robot.

H1b: The speech cue 
displayed by a robot increases 
the perceived social presence 

of the robot.

H1c: The gesture cue 
displayed by a robot reduces 
the perceived social presence 

of the robot.
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 Apart from finding out if the complexity of the information is correct, PMU also 

considers if the communicated information by the sender is interpreted correctly (rightly 

encoded). This is important in explicit communication (Bauer, Wollherr, & Buss, 2008). 

Since all cues differ in their ability to transfer complex information, their PMU level can 

be expected to differ as well. We expect the speech cue to have the highest level of 

perceived message understanding, due to is ability to be very explicit in conveying 

complex information and leave the least amount of interpretation for the observer.  

 

PERCEIVED SAFETY 

The efficiency of human-robot interactions is also influenced by the perceived safety 

of the human and makes for a comfortable work environment with minimal distraction 

(Pacchierotti, Christensen, & Jensfelt, 2005). Safety in human-robot interaction has a 

physical and a perceived form. Physical safety is the ability of the robot to avoid 

collisions that could harm humans, animals and the robot itself. Bartneck, Kulic, Croft 

& Zoghbi (2009) describe perceived safety as: “the user’s perception of the level of 

danger when interacting with a robot, and the user’s level of comfort during the 

interaction”. The robot needs to be able to display the cues that permit humans to feel 

safe (Rios-Martinez, Spalanzani & Laugier, 2015) and is amongst other things affected 

by robot speed, angle of approach, personal space and other non-verbal embodied 

interaction (Kruse, Pandey, Alami, & Kirsch, 2013). This research address, for most 

part, the physical cues of a robot, but not a lot of research is done on the behavioral 

cues that a robot can use and how it affects perceived safety. Lichtenthäler, Lorenzy, 

& Kirsch (2012) researched the legibility of robot navigational behavior (navigation 

algorithms) and their effects on perceived safety. Legibility examines the how easily 

the robot is understood and clear in its communication. They measured the legibility of 

different robot navigational behaviors by counting how many mistakes were made 

during the interaction by the participants and found differences in legibility that affected 

H2: The type of cue displayed by a 
robot affects the perceived 

message understanding of the 
robot.

H2a: The LEDs cue displayed 
by a robot  the perceived 

message understanding of 
the robot.

H2b: The speech cue displayed 
by a robot positively affects the 

perceived message 
understanding of the robot.

H2c: The gesture cue 
displayed by a robot the 

perceived message 
understanding of the robot.
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the perceived safety of the participants. Since some cues leave more room for 

interpretation then others, the legibility of the cues may differ as well. Furthermore, the 

legibility of the cue can affect the perceived safety of person. We expect the speech 

cue to have the least amount of interpretation and the LEDs to have the highest amount 

and suggest that the perceived safety of a person will be higher when the first cue is 

used by a robot and the lowest when using the latter cue.  

 

 Takayama & Pantofaru (2009) found that people who have more personal 

experience with robots and/or pets had a closer comfortable proxemic distance with 

robots compared to people that had less or no personal experience. The proxemic 

behavior of the robot influenced the level of comfort of the user. Since perceived safety 

measures, in part, the level of comfort of the user, we want to investigate whether 

personal experiences for people with robots influences other subjective factors as well. 

More personal experience had a positive effect on proxemic comfort, therefore one 

could argue that it positively affects perceived safety as well. 

 

[H4: People that have more personal experience with  

robot’s positively influences their perceived safety.] 

 

INTERACTION EFFICIENCY 

The efficiency of human-robot interaction has so far been used loosely in this paper. It 

can be influenced by multiple factors, such as social presence and perceived message 

understanding. These are subjective measures of humans on the performance of the 

robot. To quantify objective measurements of interaction efficiency, additional factors 

can be used. The use of interaction time, the amount of time it takes for both actors to 

H2: The type of cue displayed by a 
robot affects the perceived safety of 

the person differently.

H3a: The robot using the 
speech cue to indicate its 
direction will result to less 

mistakes and the perceived 
safety of the person 

interacting with the robot will 
be higher.

H3b: The robot using the 
gesture cue to indicate its 
direction will result to an 

average number of mistakes 
and the perceived safety of 
the person interacting with 
the robot will be average.

H3c: The robot using the LEDs 
cue to indicate its direction 
will result to more mistakes 
and the perceived safety of 

the person interacting with the 
robot will be lower.
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complete the interaction, or measuring the mistakes made during the interaction, can 

be used as measurement of efficiency of the interaction (Steinfeld et al., 2006).  

 Cues that create a shorter interaction time are more efficient in their 

communication, but the communication must be robust. The robustness of the 

communication is measured in the number of mistakes made during or after the 

interaction if the information is necessary (Goodrich & Schultz, 2008). This requires 

cues to not demand a high cognitive or mental workload for humans to be able to 

process the information that is given to them and to regulate the mistakes that can be 

made (Lichtenthäler, Lorenzy, & Kirsch, 2012). A higher cognitive workload decreases 

the legibility of the interaction and will most of the time lead to longer 

interaction/reaction times, it can be said that more complex information will lead to 

longer interaction times if making the least number of mistakes has priority. For 

instance, the speech cue can communicate more complex information, requiring more 

cognitive workload and will probably have a longer interaction time. 

 The level of perceived situational awareness has influence on the efficiency of 

the interaction as well (Rios-Martinez, Spalanzani & Laugier, 2015). Situational 

awareness addresses the understanding of the situation in the environment by the 

human and by the robot. This is required to assess the anticipated future state of the 

interaction. Because it is expected that the cues with a higher perceived social 

presence increase the performance of the interaction, it can be expected that the 

interaction time will be shorter, and the number of mistakes made during the interaction 

will be less. Furthermore, the legibility of the cues is related to the number of mistakes 

made (Lichtenthäler, Lorenzy, & Kirsch, 2012). Since more legible cues are perceived 

as safer, cues with a higher perceived safety lead to less mistakes. 

 

[H5: The level social presence of the type of cue displayed by the robot  

positively influences the interaction, making the interaction time shorter.] 

 

  

H6a: The type of cue with the highest level 
of social presence will have the least 

amount of mistakes during the interaction.

H6b: The type of cue with the highest level 
of perceived safety will have the least 

amount of mistakes during the interaction.
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PERSONAL EVALUATION 

Apart from measuring the factors that influence the efficiency of the interaction, it is 

also possible to measure how the cue is evaluated by humans on subjective 

measurements. This makes it possible to research the attitude of the human towards 

the different cues that the robot displays during the interaction. The fact that a cue is 

effective, does not mean that the cue is preferred in that situation. Using speech as a 

cue in a library is effective but will probably not be preferred in an everyday situation. 

Measuring how a cue is evaluated by a human is necessary to find the characteristics 

of the cue and create an image of the cue and how it can be used in different situations.  

 Torta, van Heumen, & Cuijpers (2012) used 5 subscales that evaluate the 

attitude of the human on robot cues: Vague / Clear, Mean / Friendly, Wild / Calm, 

Subtle / Present, and Annoying / Pleasant. The scales give insight on how the attitude 

of the human is on a robot cue and how this translates into the social signal that the 

robot communicates. The second item on each scale (Clear, Friendly, Calm, Present, 

and Pleasant) will most of the time be the preferred attitude towards the cue. A clear 

and friendly cue seems to be the best type of cue, but this will not always be the case. 

For instance, in an emergency the use of a wild and annoying cue may be preferred. 

The cue must be tailored to the situation that is at hand and evaluating the attitude of 

humans towards the different cues will give insight on which cue is best in different 

situations. The hypothesis is based on the fact that the cue differs considerably how 

they communicate and express information, that we expect differences in attitude. 

 

[H7: The type of cue influences the attitude of the human  

towards the cue and how it is evaluated.] 

 

RESEARCH AIMS 

As the theory suggests, the way in which humans evaluate the social skills of a robot 

are related to the effectiveness of conveying the robot’s intention and anticipating its 

future state. The aforementioned hypotheses will be tested in an experiment in with a 

navigational game that places emphasis of recognizing and understanding the 

intention of a robot and hereby anticipating the robot’s movement by uncovering the 

its future state. By measuring the social presence and perceived safety that the human 

assesses of the robot, we can discover the potential of using different cues in a 
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navigational task. The evaluation of the cues will give insight in the attitude towards 

the cue by humans and how it can be used in different scenarios. Scenarios are various 

situations where human-robot interactions may occur in future mixed human-robot 

environments. The aim of this research is to give a recommendation on robot social 

cues and how they relate to human understanding of the robot’s intention and 

anticipate its future state. 
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§3: Method 

 

PARTICIPANTS AND DESIGN 

36 participants from a Dutch university database voluntarily participated in this study 

in exchange for either monetary compensation or course credit (15 women, Mage = 23.1 

years, age range 18 - 29 years, 34 student). 

 The experiment had a 3 (Cues: LEDs, speech and gestures) x 3 (Scenarios: 

encounter, hallway and invisible) within-subject design measuring robot cues in 

different environment scenarios. Every participant performed ten trials, hereby 

experiencing all three cues in every scenario. The cue and scenario order of 

appearance were counterbalanced between subjects. 

 Cues were manipulated by making the robot display them throughout the trials. 

Scenarios were used to test the cues in different situations. 

 Dependent variables (DV): The DVs of this study had two parts. The first part 

consisted of the subjective measurements made by the participants, collected by the 

Google docs questionnaire. The subjective measurements evaluated both the trials 

and cues of the experiment. We used social presence, perceived message 

understanding, perceived safety, and personal evaluation as subjective 

measurements. The second part of the DVs involved objective measurements, 

consisting of trial time (in the theory indicated as interaction time) and number of errors. 

 

MATERIALS 

For this experiment we build a game where the participant had to compete against a 

robot. The game had general three rules that explain the basic setup: [1] Reach the 

target tile in the least number of steps, [2] do not encounter Pepper (do not move to 

the tile Pepper will move to next), and [3] Pepper shows a cue of every next step. If 

done correctly, the game can be completed in 5 steps by the participant. A manual of 

the game rules and mechanics, that was given to the participants during the 

experiment, can be found in Appendix A and explains the game in greater detail. 

 The humanoid robot “Pepper” from Aldebaran Softbank Robotics was used for 

this experiment for its plug-and-play capabilities and the ability to display all three 

necessary cues. Pepper was controlled by the experimenter via a laptop connected to 

a local Wi-Fi network in a room separate from the experiment room.  
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 Pepper had a predefined path and was not programmed to comprehend when 

the participant was done with his/her move, the experimenter enabled Pepper to make 

its next move via input on the laptop. Due to the inaccuracy of Pepper’s movement or 

start positioning and alignment before and during the experiment (moving to far or not 

being perpendicular aligned to the grid), the experimenter was able to adjust Pepper’s 

position (x, y and rotational) when it was not moving. 

 The experiment took place in lab environment large enough to place a 3,6m by 

3,6m grid for the trials and room to place a computer to be able to fill in the digital 

questionnaire. The grid had 36 evenly distributed tiles (squares) taped on the ground 

of the lab, resulting in tiles the size of 60cm by 60cm. The grid-tiles were clarified by 

tags on each side of the grid to illustrate the rows [1-6] and the columns [A-F], resulting 

in a chessboard-like setup. The lab also had the ability to video record the trials. For 

the hallway and invisible scenario, two 1,2m wide by 2,2m high moveable panels were 

used to create walls. The panels are used to create different situations to emphasize 

the characterizations of the cues. For instance in the invisible trial (see figure 2b), 

where Pepper will not be visible to the participant at the start. The LEDs cue is highly 

dependent on visibility of its LEDs during the interaction and the invisible trial negates 

the visibility of the LEDs making it harder for the robot to communicate its next step. 

 For the LED cue we used the LEDs in Pepper’s eyes and ears to display the 

next move. The LEDs were all in RGB color blue on the highest intensity and blinked 

 

Figure 2: Experimental setup of the game. The grid consists of 36 squares for the participant and 

Pepper to stand on. The figure on the left shows Pepper in one of the starting positions with a 

scenario without obstacles, this could be either a practice or encounter trial. The figure on the right is 

the setup with the panels as obstacles, this could be either the hallway or invisible trial. 

(a)       (b) 
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every other second on and off (Figure 3). The speech cue was displayed through 

Pepper’s speakers in its ears by using English sentences, for instance: “I will move 

diagonally left next turn”. The last cue used gestural movement to display Pepper’s 

next move. The movement was performed by turning in the direction of the next move 

and thereby facing in the next direction with its body, we named this type of cue 

gesture. The LEDs and speech cues were both orientated at Pepper’s frontside 

position, since Pepper always moved in a forward direction to the next tile. Detailed 

information about the cues can be found in Appendix B.  

 The trials consisted of one of the three scenarios combined with one of the three 

cues. The scenarios were counterbalanced based on their group, trial [1-3] being the 

encounter scenario, [4-6] being the hallway scenario and [7-9] being the invisible trial. 

The subsequent two trials in the group are a mirrored version of the previous trial, as 

to counter a possible learning effect by repeating the first trial. The participant always 

performed the scenario within group order, so if the participant started with the hallway 

scenario, the trials were always in order 4-5-6 with each trial linked to one of the cues, 

but never to the same cue more than once within that group.   

1 1

22 33

4

 

Figure 3: Categorization of the LEDs of the Pepper robot. The LEDs used in this experiment are 

located in the ears of the robot [1 & 4] and in the eyes [2 & 3]. How the LEDs indicated a direction is 

summarized in Appendix B. 
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  The first scenario was the encounter scenario. The participant started on the 

same side as Pepper and was asked to go to the target tile on the diagonal opposite 

side of the grid. The second is the hallway scenario-group, in which parts of the grid 

were obstructed by the panels. The participant started on the opposite side of Pepper 

and was asked to go to the diagonally opposite side of the grid. The panels created a 

tight space in the middle of the grid where an encounter between the two actors 

developed, making it a hallway-like situation. The last scenario-group had the purpose 

to let the robot be (mostly) invisible in the first part of the trial. The participant started 

on the same side as the robot with a panel between both actors. All scenarios were 

built in a way that if the participant would take the fastest (diagonal) route, they would 

always have to alter their path because Pepper’s pathing blocked their way and results 

in taking an extra step. An overview of the four scenarios is visible in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Experimental setup of the 4 different trials. The scenarios are mirrored by changing the 

starting and finishing points of the trial. The red line shows Pepper’s actual pathing during the trials 

(always 7 steps) and the green line indicates a suggested route for the participant. Grid numbers 

and letters are indicated on the practice trial and are similar for all trials. 

A B C E FD

6

5

4

3

2

1

Practice Trial [0] Encounter Trial [1-3]

Hallway Trial [4-6] Invisible Trial [7-9]

Participant Goal

Expected participant

route

Participant starting 

point

Pepper Goal

Pepper route

Pepper starting 

point and 

orientation

Obstacle (wall)
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 The Google forms application was used to collect the questionnaire data on 

subjective measures. We measured four subscales of social presence (SP) according 

to the NMSP Index (Harms & Biocca, 2004): co-presence (CP), perceived message 

understanding (PMU), attentional allocation (AA) and perceived behavioral 

interdependence (PBI). Participants were able to reply to six statements for each 

subscale on a 5-point scale [1] strongly disagree to [5] strongly agree. 

 Apart from the social presence measurements we also measured perceived 

safety (PS) in accordance to the Godspeed questionnaire (Bartneck, Kulic, Croft & 

Zoghbi, 2009) and a personal evaluation (PE) of the cues with the questionnaire of 

Torta, van Heumen, & Cuijpers (2012). Participants were asked to fill in the 

characteristic that was most in line with the trial they just performed on a 5-point scale 

with two opposing characteristics, with four items for PS and five for PE. AA and PBI 

were measured at the end of the experiment, all other subjective DVs after every trial. 

Participants responded using a 5-point Likert scale. All items of the subjective 

measurements were controlled for interitem correlation before analysis. An overview 

of the questions used can be found in appendix C.  

 Time was measured in seconds, time started whenever Pepper made its first 

move and stopped when the participant reached its goal. The variable number of 

mistakes consisted off the number of steps made by the participant to reach the target 

tile, even if Pepper reached its goal before the participant did. 

 

PROCEDURE 

Prior to entering the lab, participants provided informed consent and registered into the 

database. When entering the lab, participants got a brief introduction of Pepper. The 

first task of the participant was to fill in the first part of the questionnaire regarding 

demographics and read the rules of the game. During this first part, the participant was 

able to check out the grid as well. After completing the first part of the questionnaire 

and if the participant had no further questions, the experiment continued. 

 The first trial was the practice trial, in which the participant was able to get 

familiar with the game, Pepper and the environment. During the practice trial Pepper 

displayed no cue. Participants were able to complete the practice trial without much 

interference from Pepper’s path (see Pepper’s path of the practice trial in figure 4). If 
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the participants had no further questions after the practice trial, they filled in the 

corresponding questionnaire. 

 From now on the participant performed the nine consecutive trials. The 

participant was informed about their starting tile and their target tile by the 

experimenter, but no further information was given. After completing or failing the task, 

the participant was asked to fill in the corresponding questionnaire on co-presence, 

perceived message understanding, cue evaluation, and perceived safety, until all nine 

trials and questionnaires were completed. Afterwards participants filled in the final part 

of the questionnaire on attentional allocation, perceived behavioral interdependence, 

and had the ability to make a final statement regarding all nine trials and were 

debriefed, payed, and thanked for their cooperation. 
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§4: Results 

 

All data is computed in the STATA 14.2 Statistics and Data Analysis software. The 

data of the results show the means (M) or the difference between two means of the 

variables and standard deviations (SD / ). The data of most variables is on a 5-point 

Likert scale from 0 to 5 and the personal evaluation data is contrasted on a 5-point 

Likert scale from -2.5 to +2.5. The effect sizes are computed in 2. An overview of the 

means and SDs of the cue outcomes of different variable can be found in table 1. 

 

SOCIAL PRESENCE 

Before analysis we checked the interitem correlation of the questions to validate the 

three factors by computing the Cronbach’s  (SP = .816, CP = .766, PMU = .731). 

All three factors had an ( > .7), indicating an acceptable interitem correlation between 

within the factors (Cronbach, 1951). A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for 

[H1: The type of cue displayed by a robot affects the perceived social presence of the 

robot], to determine if the cues affected SP and a second ANOVA was conducted to 

determine whether the scenarios affected social presence as well. On average Pepper 

scored slightly positive on SP (M = 2.757  .588) on the 5-point Likert scale. There was 

a statistically significant difference between the different cues F(2,43) = 42.21, p < 

.001, p
2 = .232. The Tukey post-hoc test revealed that the LEDs scored significantly 

 

Figure 5 and 6: The graph on the left shows the social presence mean results per cue and the 

indicated 95% confidence intervals and right are the perceived message understanding results. All 

graphs are scaled on 1.5 to 4 on a 5-point Likert scale. A higher score indicates that the cue is 

perceived to be more X of the related measurement. 
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lower on SP compared to speech (-.471  .075, p < .001) and gesture (-.382  .075, p 

< .005). There was no significant difference found between speech and gesture on SP. 

 

PERCEIVED MESSAGE UNDERSTANDING 

A repeated measurements ANOVA was conducted to test the hypothesis [H2: The type 

of cue displayed by a robot affects the perceived message understanding of the robot]. 

The results show a significant main effect for cue on PMU F(2,43) = 75.14, p < .001, 

p
2 = .350. PMU was rated significantly lower in the LEDs when compared to the 

speech (-.816  .0796, p < .001) and gesture (-.684  . 0796, p < .001) cue. No 

significant difference was found between speech and gesture.  

 A graphical overview of the social presence and perceived message 

understanding results can be found in figure 5 and 6. The variable Co-presence, the 

other factor that measured social presence between cues and scenarios, showed no 

significant results. Attentional Allocation and Perceived Behavioral Interdependence 

could not be used to measure differences between cues and scenario, because it was 

only measured at the end of the experiment and not within the trials. 

 

PERCEIVED SAFETY 

The perceived safety of the participants is analyzed on three different IVs: Cues, 

scenarios, and subsequent encounters (indicated as trial number). The first two are for 

the analysis of [H3: The type of cue displayed by a robot affects the perceived safety 

of the robot differently], the effects of different cues and scenarios on perceived safety 

Figure 7: The results of perceived 

safety for every cue and scenario. A 

higher value is considered feeling 

safer during the trial. The scale is 

between 2.5 (neutral) and 3.5. 
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and potential interaction effects. The repeated measures ANOVA results show a 

significant effect on PS by both the cues F(2,43) = 30.63, p < .001, p
2 = .180 and the 

scenarios F(2,43) = 8.80, p < .001, p
2 = .059, but no significant interaction effects 

were found. The Tukey post hoc test shows that LEDs score relatively low compared 

to speech (-.461  .096, p < .001) and gesture (-.461  .096, p < .001) on PS. The 

invisible scenario was considered to feel less safe than the hallway scenario by a 

significant amount (-.285  .099, p = .012). An overview of the mean results and SDs 

can be found in figure 7 and in table 1. 

 To test hypothesis [H4: People that have more personal experience with robot’s 

positively influences their perceived safety], we conducted a repeated measures 

ANOVA on the trial-number of the experiment, #1 being the first trial of the experiment 

and #9 being the final trial. The results show no significant difference in PS on the trial-

number and thus does not support [H4]. Although there was no significant difference, 

figure 8 shows a very clear trend in PS as it scores higher in later stages of the 

experiment and within the scenario-groups. 

 

TIME 

The first part of the objective measurements is about time, more specifically trial time 

in seconds (please note that a lower value is better).  The average time to complete a 

trial is (M = 59.7  18.5). The trial time of 19 participant trials was incomplete and was 

excluded from the analysis. Trial time is the interaction time between the human and 

Figure 8: A clear trend in the 

subsequent encounters between the 

participant and Pepper. Participants 

felt safer over repeated scenarios. 

After that the feeling of safety dropped 

but was on average higher than the 

previous first scenario. 
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the robot. The repeated measures ANOVA shows a significant difference between 

cues F(2,43) = 28.06, p < .001, p
2 = .171 and scenarios F(2,43) = 51.05, p < .001, p

2 

= .273 and the interaction F(4,43) = 7.30, p < .001, p
2 = .097. 

 The gesture cue led to the fastest trial times, compared to both the LEDs (-13.19 

 2.458, p < .001) and speech (-8.55  2.447, p = .002) cues. The encounter scenario 

was completed the quickest compared to the hallway (-7.42  2.342, p = .005) and 

invisible (-18.34  2.353, p < .001) trial. The hallway trial was significantly faster 

completed compared to the invisible trial (-10.92  3.226, p < .001). A list of the cue-

scenario interaction effects on time can be found in appendix D. A graphical overview 

of the results of cues, scenarios and the interaction effects on time can be found in 

figure 9. 

 To find out if subsequent encounters let to faster trial time to see if there is a 

possible learning effect visible we conducted a linear regression analysis of the trial 

Figure 10: A scatterplot of the time per 

trial-number and the fitted linear plot with 

95% confidence intervals. 

Figure 9: Mean times of the trial per cue, scenario and the interaction between cue and scenario 

(f.l.t.r). The gesture cue is faster in every scenario and the LEDs have the highest trial time. 
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time over trail-number. After dropping high leverage data points (24 observations) to 

control for outliers, we found a significant effect of trail-number on time F(1, 314) = 

11.71, p < 0.001, with an R2 = .038. The participants predicted weight is equal to 64.317 

- 1.254 (time) seconds over the trial-number. The trial-number is measured as a 

subsequent encounter with Pepper, for example trail-number 5 meant the fifth 

encounter with Pepper during the experiment if we do not count the practice trial. A 

scatterplot of trial-number over time can be found in figure 10. 

 

SOCIAL PRESENCE AND INTERACTION TIME 

The test [H5: The level social presence of the type of cue displayed by the robot 

positively influences the interaction, making the interaction time shorter], we conducted 

a linear regression analysis of the trial time over social presence. We found no 

significant effect of social presence on trial time F(1, 319) = .58, p = 0.446, with an R2 

= .002.  

 

NUMBER OF STEPS 

The second part on efficiency of the cues measures the number of steps of the 

participant to reach the target tile. The goal of participant was to reach the goal in the 

least number of steps. The least number of steps possible on every trial was 5, every 

step over 5 can be seen as a mistake by the participant. The mistakes made tests 

[H6a/b: The level social presence / perceived safety of the type of cue displayed by the 

Figure 11: Mean Number of Steps per cue, scenario and the interaction between cue and scenario 

(f.l.t.r). The LEDs seem to need more steps per trial and the invisible trial seems to need more 

steps as well. 
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robot positively influences the interaction, resulting in less mistakes made by the 

observer], the average number of steps during a trial was (M = 5.52  .887). The least 

number of steps was 5 and at most 11. The NoS of 19 participants trials were 

incomplete and excluded from the analysis. The repeated measures ANOVA shows 

that there are significant effects on NoS with both the cues F(2,43) = 3.21, p = .042, 

p
2 = .024 and scenarios F(2,43) = 3.48, p = .032, p

2 = .026, but the Tukey post-hoc 

test shows no significant difference within the cues and within the scenarios. It shows 

an approaches significant difference between LEDs and speech (.265  .124, p = .083), 

and between LEDs and gesture (.284  .124, p = .058). In both comparisons, the LEDs 

have more steps per trial. The invisible trial seems to have more steps as well, when 

compared to both the encounter trial (.225  .125, p = .171) and the hallway trial (.234 

 .122, p = .134), but have no significant effect. A overview of the results of cue, 

scenarios and the interaction effects can be found in figure 11. 

Figure 12: Mean-dot plot of Number of 

Steps over Perceived Safety, including 

95% C.I. and fitted linear line. 

Participants made on average less 

mistakes during a trial when the level of 

perceived safety was higher. 

 

Table 1: The results of the means of all variables on the different cues and the SDs 

 

Cue LEDs Speech Gesture 

 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Social Presence 2.472 0.561 2.944 0.520 2.854 0.577 

PMU 2.014 1.219 2.830 0.567 2.698 0.586 

Perceived Safety 2.940 0.794 3.400 0.655 3.400 0.658 

Time 65.686 22.974 61.038 13.834 52.486 15.118 

Number of Steps 5.707 1.062 5.442 0.735 5.423 0.821 
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 After the initial analysis of the cues and scenarios on number of steps, we 

conducted two regression analyses to find out whether social presence and/or 

perceived safety affects the number of steps. We found no significant results indicating 

that social presence affected the number of steps F(1, 301) = 0.01, p = 0.918, with an 

R2 < .001. However, we did find a significant effect of perceived safety on the number 

of steps made by the participants during the trials F(1, 297) = 11.78, p < 0.001, with an 

R2 = .665. The participants predicted weight is equal to 5.587 - .208 number of steps 

during a trial. The results support [H7b], the perceived safety of the participants 

positively affects (decreasing) the number of errors that were made during the 

interaction, see figure 12. 

 

PERSONAL EVALUATION 

The personal evaluation (PE) is the combined average evaluation of all five 

measurements on the cues. Although the five factors are subjective measurements 

that have not been put together before, the Cronbach  of personal evaluation is 

acceptable enough to be considered as a factor ( > .7). The personal evaluation gives 

an indication to test [H7: The type of cue influences the attitude of the human towards 

the cue and how it is evaluated] and the analyses of the factors will help to give insight 

in the different attitude towards the cues. There were no significant differences found 

off the effects by the scenarios on the five factors and the total PE. All factors are 

contrasted from -2.5 to +2.5 on the 5-point Likert scale, a score of 0 is neutral, -2.5 

 

Table 2: Means of the personal evaluation factor and the evaluation items including the standard 

deviation. The items are contrasted from -2.5 to 2.5 on a 5-point Likert scale, negative values 

indicate an evaluation of the cue more towards the first item and the other way around. 

Cue LEDs Speech Gesture 

 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Personal Evaluation - 0.035 0.759 1.115 0.632 0.780 0.619 

Vague - Clear - 0.907 1.219 1.509 0.743 0.991 1.028 

Mean - Friendly 0.333 0.927 1.194 0.837 0.787 0.798 

Wild - Calm 0.694 0.961 0.907 0.952 1.102 0.683 

Subtle - Present - 0.380 1.338 1.194 0.880 0.250 1.111 

Annoying - Pleasant 0.083 1.015 0.769 0.963 0.769 0.860 
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targets to the first value and +2.5 targets the last value. An overview of the means and 

SD of the factors can be found in table 2 and seen as graphic in figure 13. 

 Personal Evaluation: The repeated measures ANOVA shows that all three cues 

have a significant effect on PE F(2,43) = 142.89, p < .001, p
2 = .505. The LEDs score 

the lowest on the evaluation scale when compared to the speech (-1.15  .092, p < 

.001) and gesture (-.81  .092, p < .001) cue and the speech cue scored higher than 

the gesture cue (.335  .092, p < .002). 

 Vague-Clear: There was a significant difference found between the cues F(2,43) 

= 180.31, p < .000, p
2 = .563. The Tukey post hoc test showed that the LEDs are very 

vague compared to speech (-2.42  .138, p < .001) and gesture (-.1.90  .138, p < 

.000). The speech cue was the clearest cue, as compared to the gesture cue (.52  

.138, p < .001).  

 Mean-Friendly: The cues show a small effect on the mean-friendly scale F(2,43) 

= 75.14, p < .001, p
2 = .236. The LEDs are considered to display a somewhat friendly 

cue; however, the cue scores lower than the speech (-.86  .116, p < .001) and gesture 

(-.45  .116, p < .001) cue. The speech cue is considered to display the friendliest type 

 

Figure 13: Overview of the personal evaluation factor and its variables contrasted from -2.5 to 2.5 

on a 5-point Likert scale, negative values indicate an evaluation of the cue more towards the first 

item and the other way around. The errors bars indicate a 95% confidence interval. 
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of cue and score higher on the scale as compared to the gesture cue (.41  .116, p < 

.001). 

 Wild-Calm: The wild-calm scale shows the least amount of differences between 

cues. The ANOVA shows that there are significant differences between the cues 

F(2,43) = 8.10, p < .000, p
2 = .055. In the Tukey post hoc test it becomes clear that 

there is only a significant difference between the LEDs cue and the gesture cue (-.407 

 .119, p = .002). 

 Subtle-Present: The ANOVA shows significant differences between cues on the 

subtle-present scale F(2,43) = 74.21, p < .001, p
2 = .346. The LEDs are most subtle 

compared to speech (-1.57 .153, p < .001) and gesture (-.630  ,153, p < .001). The 

speech cue is most present, as compared to gesture (.944  .153, p < .001).  

 Annoying-Pleasant: The annoying-pleasant scale ANOVA shows significant 

differences between cues F(2,43) = 28.40, p < .001, p
2 = .169. The LEDs are 

evaluated as neutral on this scale and score lower on the pleasant side compared to 

speech (-.685  .129, p < .001) and gesture (-.685  .129, p < .001). There is no 

difference between speech and gesture and are both considered to be a more pleasant 

cue.  
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§5: General discussion 

 

In the general discussion we will discuss the subjective measurements first and when 

applicable, possible explanations for a connection with objective measurements. The 

topics are addressed in the same order of appearance of the results section. 

 

SOCIAL PRESENCE 

In this study we explored how different types of cues in certain scenarios would affect 

social presence and one of the subscales: perceived message understanding. The 

results partly support [H1: The type of cue displayed by a robot affects the perceived 

social presence of the robot], the cue LEDs was perceived as low in social presence 

compared to the speech and gesture cue. There was no significant difference found 

between the speech and gesture cue and between the scenarios. Social presence 

theory states that the level of social presence positively influences the efficiency of the 

interaction (Fiore et al., 2013 | Lee, Jung, Kim & Kim, 2006) as was suggested by [H5: 

The level social presence of the type of cue displayed by the robot positively influences 

the interaction, making the interaction time shorter]. However, we found no evidence 

to support this claim. The use of the LEDs created indeed a longer average interaction 

time and had a lower level of social presence than the speech and gesture cue, but 

when we compare the speech and gesture cue the results are on the contrary. The 

level of social presence was slightly higher when using the speech cue, but the trial 

time when using the gesture cue was significantly lower.  

 [H6a: The level social presence of the type of cue displayed by the robot 

positively influences the interaction, resulting in less mistakes made by the observer], 

is not supported by the data of this experiment when taking the social presence into 

account for making less mistakes. Biocca and Harms (2004) stated that the degree of 

social presence gives the robot a sense of accessibility and understanding. While this 

might be true for physical cues, our data does not find evidence for making the robot 

more understandable when the perceived social presence of the robot is higher using 

behavioral explicit cues. One of the explanations could be the type of cues we used in 

this research and their social orientation, we used very explicit cues that convey 

concrete information. One could argue that using speech in a very direct way is not 
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very socially oriented. Whereas most research on social presence use more indirect 

and subtle cue to find differences, for instance by using gaze or passive proxemic 

behavior (Fiore et al., 2013; Saulnier, Sharlin & Greenberg, 2011). 

 

PERCEIVED MESSAGE UNDERSTANDING 

We were able to partly support the hypothesis [H2: The type of cue displayed by a 

robot affects the perceived message understanding of the robot]. The cue LEDs seems 

to have a large effect on PMU in a negative way when compared to speech and 

gesture. The LEDs seem to be unclear in displaying Peppers next move. Some 

participants stated to never have noticed the cue during the experiment or were not 

able to figure out what the cue intended to show. There was no significant difference 

found between the cue’s speech and gesture, but speech scored a little higher on the 

PMU scale. This might be related to the fact that speech was salient on every turn and 

was considered by participants to be the default communicative cue. As one of the 

participants said out loud during the first scenario-group of the experiment: “Why is it 

not saying something?”, whenever the other two cues were displayed. Rios-Martinez, 

Spalanzani & Laugier (2015) stated that speech is seen by humans as a very natural 

way of communicating, since some participants expected the robot to use speech 

supports this. However, the fact that speech can communicate more complex 

information compared to the gesture cue did not affect perceived message 

understanding. This is probably related to the fact that the information that was send 

by Pepper (it’s next direction) is not very complex and substantial, negating the 

advantage of the speech cue.  

 One could argue that the speech cue will perform best in convey information in 

the invisible trial, since the other two cues depend on visual feedback. We already 

found differences between speech and LEDs, so we focus on the potential difference 

between gesture and speech. The data shows no significant difference between the 

two cues in the invisible trial, but the speech cue was slightly more positive on the 

perceived message understanding scale. This suggests that gesture cue is still able to 

be understood by the observer without the robot being visible. A possible explanation 

could be the urgency of understanding if the information is correct or not. The times 

that Pepper was not visible for the participant, it did not really matter where is stood 

and where it was going (to a certain extent). Furthermore, the rules of the game 
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prohibited both Pepper and the participant to be in each other’s proximity while 

invisible. 

Overall, the LEDs score low on all the SP index and subscales compared to the 

other cues. The scenarios seem to have no affect and neither does the interaction of 

cue and scenario on the variables.  

 

PERCEIVED SAFETY 

We expected to find differences in the legibility (ease of understanding and clarity) 

between cues and thus also in the perceived safety of the participant during the trials. 

We found support for hypothesis [H3: The type of cue displayed by a robot affects the 

perceived safety of the robot] when comparing the LEDs cue to the other two cues. 

Since most of the participants had difficulty in recognizing and understanding the 

LEDs, the results should suggest that participants should feel less safe in that situation. 

This is in line with the results of Lichtenthaler, Lorenzy & Kirsch (2012) that the legibility 

of the cue positively affects perceived safety. Our data shows similar results. 

 We found a significant difference between the level of perceived safety between 

scenarios. The hallway scenario felt most safe for the participants. The approach of 

the robot can be a factor influencing these results. Proxemics theory finds inconsistent 

results on the angle of approach a robot should take when interaction with a human on 

human comfort (Rios-Martinez, Spalanzani & Laugier, 2015). Both a direct and indirect 

approaches seem viable options for a robot. Our results suggest a direct approach to 

positively affect perceived safety, as Pepper only in the hallway scenario had a direct 

Figure 14: The third turn for the participant and in the most common situation of the location of the 

participant. In both the encounter and invisible trial Pepper had an angle of approach on the 

participant. Only the hallway scenario had a direct encounter between the participant and Pepper. 

 

Encounter Trial [1-3] Hallway Trial [4-6] Invisible Trial [7-9]
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approach towards the participant. And the hallway scenario had the highest level of 

perceived safety. This becomes clear when we examine the “critical” third step (visible 

in figure 5), where the participant had to decide to take the shortest route (and 

encounter Pepper and lose) or go redirect themselves and take a more inefficient 

route. It is difficult to state that this theory is to be true, as the experiment was not built 

to control this encounter patterns as in figure 5. It is merely a suggestion to explain the 

possible variation of perceived safety between the scenarios. 

 

Takayama & Pantofaru (2009) stated that people who that have more encounters with 

a robot, tend to have a more closely comfortable distance with the robot. We tested 

this with [H4: The person’s trait “personal experience with a robot” will have a positive 

effect on perceived safety] by grouping the participants in three groups: [1] no 

experience with robots, [2] some experience with robots and [3] a lot of experience 

with robots. The participants were, unfortunately, not very well distributed and could 

the trait personal robot experience not be analyzed. However, the subsequent 

encounters within the experiment did give some insight into the effects on perceived 

safety and participant experience with Pepper. 

 The analysis to find out if more experience with the robot within the experiment 

was performed and did give some insight into the perceived safety of the participants, 

but the results gave no significant effect of perceived safety increasing over 

subsequent encounters. Although the results show no significant effect, the average 

scores visible in graph 4 indicates a clear upwards trend within each scenario group 

where the level of perceived safety was lowest at the beginning and at its peak towards 

the end of the experiment. Perceived safety dropped when a new scenario was 

presented, but it was on average higher than previous first scenario. 

 We found support for the effect of perceived safety on mistakes made (on 

average more steps per trial) and can support [H6b: The level perceived safety of the 

type of cue displayed by the robot positively influences the interaction, resulting in less 

mistakes made by the observer] on the second part about perceived safety. This is in 

line with the results of Lichtenthaler, Lorenzy & Kirsch (2012) that indicated that 

legibility (easy of understanding and clarity) positively influence the perceived safety 

of humans. This indicates that people who feel safer make the communication in 

human robot interaction more effective. 
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INTERACTION TIME 

Trial time differed a lot between cues and scenarios. The gesture cue and the 

encounter scenario were significantly faster than the other cues and scenarios. There 

were not a lot of differences on the subjective measurements between the speech and 

gesture cue (the speech cue had slightly higher numbers), but the analysis on time 

makes it very clear that the gesture cue is much more effective than speech. The 

average interaction time for the gesture cue is 14% less. Some participants stated to 

both prefer the speech and gesture cue but had sometimes difficulty translating the 

speech cue towards their situation. This became clear when the participants turned 

their head and/or body to the orientation of Pepper to decode what Pepper meant by 

for instance saying: “I’m moving left next turn”. The fact that they rotate their orientation, 

(physical or cognitively) to contemplate what left meant in Pepper’s orientation is might 

be the reason that added time to the interaction. If so, then it adds to the cognitive 

workload of the speech cue. 

 A regression analysis on the effect of subsequent encounters on trial time had 

a significant effect as well but the explained variation was low. This can probably be 

labeled to a learning effect of the trials, as participants got familiar with the concept of 

the game and the goal of Pepper. The low R2 indicated that not a lot changed as the 

experiment continued and later trials were not affected much by the learning effect of 

the experiment. 

NUMBER OF STEPS 

By comparing the scores of the times per trial and the NoS, we see a couple of 

similarities and differences that stand out. The LEDs and invisible outcomes are quite 

similar when they are compared to the other cues and scenarios, both variables have 

low values in both measurements. The NoS between the speech and gesture cues are 

quite similar, indicating that both cues have the same level of legibility. We expected 

the speech cue to be more legible in the invisible scenario, since Pepper was not visible 

in the beginning of the trial, but the results do not indicate that this was the case. This 

might be for the same reason that is proposed in the perceived message 

understanding similarity between the gesture and speech cue, the relevance of the 

information when Pepper was still invisible. 

 Although the gesture has about the same average number of steps as the 

speech cue, they score significantly different on time. The gesture cue needed less 
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time per step. It suggests that the gesture cue requires the least amount of “thinking 

time per step” for the participants. An advantage for the gesture cue is that it does not 

require extra information. The gesture cue turns and then moved, while the other two 

cues turned, moved, and displayed the next move. To make a more valid comparison 

of the cues, we could subtract the time it takes for Pepper to complete its speech 

sentence. However, one could argue that this is part of the speech cues 

characteristics. 

 

PERSONAL EVALUATION 

In this section we evaluate the results of the factors on the personal evaluation scale 

and try to tackle hypothesis [H8: The type of cue has influence of the attitude of the 

human towards the cue and how it is evaluated]. It will be difficult to say if a positive 

value is better on this scale. The items that are on the positive side will most of the 

time be preferred. One of the exceptions might be the subtle-present scale, in some 

situations a subtle cue may be preferred (for example in a library setting or other places 

where distraction is not preferred if the situation does not inquire an alarming signal).  

 Vague/Clear: One of the few cases where one of the cues, the LEDs, score 

below zero. The fact that the LEDs are considered vague is probably related that the 

fact that participants did not notice the LEDs during the trials. Even if the participant 

noticed the LEDs, most of them were not able to decode what the LEDs meant. The 

speech cue was the clearest in displaying the direction of Pepper when we look at the 

results of the evaluation, but this was not in line with what some participants said in the 

debriefing. Participants stated that the gesture cue was clearer in some cases, 

because the direction of the speech was mirrored (left is right and vice-versa) 

whenever the participant stood across Pepper and this was more difficult to decode 

(as measured in efficiency measurements). 

 Mean/Friendly: Since the LEDs were not noticed by the participants, some 

stated that the cue was a form of cheating by Pepper. As was clearly stated in the 

rules, Pepper will display its next move. This will probably be the reason why the LEDs 

were considered to less friendly compared to the other cues. The speech cue of Pepper 

came over as most friendly cue, of course I only used one type of speech and way of 

expression and results may vary in different situations. 
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 Wild/Calm: This is one of the items where it is difficult to give a preferred 

direction of the cue, for example a wild cue can come in handy in an emergency but 

will not be preferred regular quiet office situation. 

 Subtle/Present: The differences between all cues are most profound on this item 

scale. The LEDs are most subtle, but with some modification to the cue by changing 

for instance the color, blinking speed or intensity the LEDs will become more salient. 

The relatively neutral evaluation of the gesture can be a preferred state, since it is 

noticeable but does not attract unwanted attention, as might be the cause with the 

speech cue.  

 Annoying/Pleasant: There is no difference between speech and gesture and are 

both considered to be a more pleasant cue. The LEDs are probably seen as more 

annoying for the same statement made in in the mean-friendly scale of being 

considered cheating. The fact that the experiment consisted out of a “game” like setting 

can influence the evaluation of the cues and will most likely differ from a real-life 

situation.  

 The data shows support for hypothesis [H8], all three behavioral cues show very 

different characteristics on the personal evaluation scales. These results are like those 

found by van Schendel & Cuijpers (2015), they used LEDs as a cue to show turn-taking 

and turn-yielding signals during a conversation. The LEDs were less pleasant and 

noticeable compared gestural cues (turn head and stop arms). Cuijpers & van den 

Goor (2017) also found that the use of LEDs cue is more difficult to attribute meaning 

to when compared to gestural cues or even no cue at all. This is in line with our findings, 

as the participants found it difficult to decode the meaning out of the LEDs (when 

noticed). 
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§6: Limitations, Future work and Conclusion 

 

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK 

One of the limitations of this research is that the scenarios that are created cannot be 

used to make general assumptions of the outcomes. One of the reasons is the static 

movement of Pepper and the participant. The step by step turns and the grid make the 

situations less fluent and dynamic, as is in a real-world environment. Although the 

scenarios limit the general use of the results, the situations that are investigated will 

not be uncommon in future human-robot interactions. The encounter scenario can be 

in every spacious environment with minimal obstacles, and the hallway and invisible 

trial will become common in offices hallways and warehouse aisles.  

 The same holds for the use of the Pepper robot. The Pepper robot is a humanoid 

robot that is designed to engage in human interaction. This has certain influence on 

the perceived social presence, perceived safety and personal evaluation of the robot 

in general and will differ when using non-humanoid robots. The cues however can be 

implemented by many different types of robots that will navigate in a mixed 

environment. What the effects are of using the cues with less socially orientated robots 

needs to be researched, but it can be expected that the variable variations of the cues 

measured during this experiment on average will persist. 

 The fact that most of the participants did not see the LEDs cue during the 

experiment or saw the LEDs only towards the end restricts the evaluation. Even when 

the LEDs were seen by the participant, most were not able to decode the meaning of 

the LEDs. This probably had effect on the outcomes of the subjective and objective 

measurements of the cue. Changing the LEDs characteristics (blinking, color, overall 

visibility) can help overcome this problem. Research needs to be done on what kind of 

LEDs makes them more expressive, clear and salient for humans. Of course, changing 

the characteristics of the other two cues needs to be researched more as well. For 

instance different languages for the speech cue and ways for robot to express the 

gesture cue with different front side appearances. Overall, we do not expect there to 

be one universal “robot-type”, but the robot will vary in the way they express 

themselves just as humans do.  
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 Another limitation is the use of Wizard of Oz movement during the trials to align 

Pepper to its correct body position. It adds a liability for correctly measuring time, since 

aligning Pepper was not always necessary and differed between trials and participants. 

How this affected the subjective outcomes is not clear. In this experiment the robot 

moved based on its starting position and not on an absolute static position. The ability 

to map the robot in the experiment room can help with this problem and make the robot 

more autonomously expressive, improving the authenticity of the experiment. 

 The experiment room was not symmetrical in any way. This gives every mirrored 

scenario a different situation. For example, in one of the invisible trials it was possible 

to see Pepper sooner, as it was visible in the experiment room’s mirror. The use of a 

symmetrical room controls for this difference within the scenarios but may lead to 

earlier recognition of the mirroring of the trials. 

 Fiore et al. (2013) found that the use of gaze to support social cues increases 

the robot’s social presence. Using gaze in this experimental set with use of gaze or 

only using a gazing cue needs to be researched. We did not use gaze in this 

experiment because the research was also aimed at non-humanoid robots that are not 

able to display gaze. 

 The use of the personal evaluation of the cues can be used to give insight into 

the characteristics of the cues. There are HRI studies investigate whether personality 

traits of the users affect the evaluation of different types of robot behavior (Takayama 

& Pantofaru, 2009). Future research could investigate if the evaluation results of our 

study are affect by user personal traits and how this relates to the behavioral cues.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The goal of this research was to investigate how people anticipate future locations of 

a robot when it uses behavioral cues and how people subjectively evaluate the 

situation, the robot and the cues. So that future robots can be designed to function 

more effectively in human-robot environments and be perceived as more socially 

interactive. This research address three basic behavioral cues and we conclude that 

they undoubtedly affect subjective evaluations and interaction efficiency of humans. 

As robots become more complex, even more types of cues can be used by robots to 

express themselves. We hope our considerations of the factors that influence the 

effectivity and efficiency of human-robot interactions encourages creators and 
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developers to design robots that are more social and intuitive for humans in mixed 

human-robot environments. 
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Appendix A 
Appendix A: Introduction to the study and rules of the Pepper navigational game. 

This was handed over to the participants at the beginning of the experiment. 

 

Welcome 
Thank you for taking part in my study on the topic of human robot interaction. In this study you 
will play a game against the Pepper robot. This page provides the rules of the game, please 
read them carefully. The first trial will be a practice trial in which you can ask questions if you 
have them. 
 
Ruleset 
Basics: 

1. The goal of the game is to reach the target tile in the least number of steps 
2. The steps can be made in any direction (also diagonal) adjacent to your current tile, 

except when the tile is blocked by an obstacle 
3. The time limit to complete the trial is 2 minutes 
4. After every trial you have to complete a short questionnaire 

 
5. Pepper can move to all neighboring tiles (forward, left, right, backwards and diagonal) 
6. Pepper will ALWAYS move first at the start 
7. Pepper makes one step at a time 
8. Pepper cannot move to a tile that is blocked by an obstacle 
9. Pepper will provide information of its next move and before your next turn 

 
Conditions: 

o You will lose when you are on the same tile as the robot 
o You will lose when you exceed the maximum number of steps 
o You will lose when you exceed the time limit of 2 minutes 
o You may not step out of you tile during the trial, except when Pepper takes the tile you 

are on 
o It is not possible to reset your previous step once taken 

 
Turn procedure: 

1. Pepper moves 
2. Pepper communicates its next step 
3. You move 
4. Back to step 1 until the trial is completed 
5. After completion you fill in the questionnaire 
6. After the questionnaire you go to the next trial 

 
After reading the rules, you have some time to check out the grid. The grid is, just as in chess, 
divided into letter columns and number rows. A target tile could be for instance B4, that being 
the B tile in the letter column and the 4th tile in the number row. The letters and numbers are 
shown on each side of the grid. 
 
You can ask questions during the practice trial and after you fill in the corresponding 
questionnaire of the practice trial. During the other trials you may ask at any time what your 
target tile is. 
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Appendix B 
The technical and operation specifications of the cues used by the Pepper robot. 

 
 
General movement 
The movement of Pepper to its next square was one of the following (please notice 
that this is different when the gesture cue was used): 
 

Command First movement Second movement 

Forward Move forward 60 cm  

Left Turn 90 degrees left Move forward 60 cm 

Diagonal left (when 
perpendicular) 

Turn 45 degrees left Move forward √(602 + 602)cm 

Diagonal left (when at angle) Turn 45 degrees left Move forward 60 cm 

Right Turn 90 degrees right Move forward 60 cm 

Diagonal right (when 
perpendicular) 

Turn 45 degrees right Move forward √(602 + 602)cm 

Diagonal right (when at angle) Turn 45 degrees right Move forward 60 cm 

 
Cue commands 
The cue commands that Pepper displayed during the trials. The numbering of the 
LEDs can be seen in figure Appendix C.1. (Notice that in the gesture cue Pepper is 
already in the direction it is headed, that is way Pepper moves forward first and turns 
afterwards to complete its cue.) 
 

 

LED Speech 

Gesture 

First movement 
Second 

movement 

Forward Blink 2 & 3 
"I am moving 
forward next turn" 

Move forward 60 
cm 

 

Left Blink 3 & 4 
"I am moving left 
next turn" 

Move forward 60 
cm 

Turn 90 degrees 
left 

Diagonal left 
(when 
perpendicular) 

Blink 3 
"I am moving 
diagonal left next 
turn" 

Move forward 

√(602 + 602)cm 

Turn 45 degrees 
left 

Diagonal left 
(when at angle) 

Blink 3 
"I am moving 
diagonal left next 
turn" 

Move forward 60 
cm 

Turn 45 degrees 
left 

Right Blink 1 & 2 
"I am moving right 
next turn" 

Move forward 60 
cm 

Turn 90 degrees 
right 

Diagonal right 
(when 
perpendicular) 

Blink 2 
"I am moving 
diagonal right 
next turn" 

Move forward 

√(602 + 602)cm 

Turn 45 degrees 
right 

Diagonal right 
(when at angle) 

Blink 2 
"I am moving 
diagonal right 
next turn" 

Move forward 60 
cm 

Turn 45 degrees 
right 
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Appendix B 
 

 
 

Figure Appendix C.1 

 
 
Specifications of the cues 
 
LEDs 
LEDs blinked for 1 second on and 1 second off. The intensity of the LEDs was set to 
maximum and used the RGB color blue (000 | 000 | 255) for the eyes since the ear 
LEDs can only be set to RGB blue. 
 
Speech 
Speech was set to the highest volume and used the standard language package 
English provided by the software. 
 
Gesture 
No specifications 
 
General specifications 
Pepper used the “Stand” posture in all trials 
LEDs were turned off for the speech and gesture cues 
The tablet screen was turned off for all trials 
  

1 1

22 33

4
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Appendix C 
Appendix B: The questionnaire of the experiment excluded are the demographic 

questions at the beginning of the questionnaire. The trial evaluations are filled in by 

the participants after every trial, so 10 times in total. The final evaluation regards all 

10 trials of the experiment and is only filled in at the end of the experiment. The text 

in red was not visible for the participants. 

 

Trial evaluations 
(Personal Evaluation) 

During the trial, I found that the way in which Pepper displayed its next step to be. 
Please fill in the characteristic most in line to Pepper during this trial [1= mostly agree with left 
characteristic and 5= mostly agree with right characteristic] 

 1 2 3 4 5  

Vague      Clear 

Mean      Friendly 

Wild      Calm 

Subtle      Present 

Annoying      Pleasant 

(Perceived Safety) 

During the trial, I got the feeling of being. 
Please fill in the characteristic most in line to how you felt during this trial [1 = mostly agree with left 
characteristic and 5 = mostly agree with right characteristic] 

 1 2 3 4 5  

Anxious      Relaxed 

Agitated      Calm 

Quiescent      Surprised 

Unsafe      Safe 

(Co-Presence) 

Please fill in to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

I noticed Pepper      
Pepper noticed me      
Pepper's presence was 
obvious to me      

My presence was 
obvious to Pepper      

Pepper caught my 
attention      

I caught Pepper's 
attention      
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Appendix C 
 

(Perceived Message Understanding) 

Please fill in to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

My thoughts were clear 
to Pepper      

Pepper's thoughts 
were clear to me      

It was easy to 
understand Pepper      

Pepper found it easy to 
understand me      

Understanding Pepper 
was difficult      

Pepper had difficulty 
understanding me      

 
Final evaluation 

(Attentional Allocation) 

Please fill in to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

I was easily distracted 
from Pepper when other 
things were going on 

     

Pepper was easily 
distracted from me 
when other things were 
going on 

     

I remained focused on 
Pepper throughout our 
interaction 

     

Pepper remained 
focused on me 
throughout our 
interaction 

     

Pepper did not receive 
my full attention      

I did not receive 
Pepper's full attention      
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(Perceived Behavioral Interdependence) 

Please fill in to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

My behavior was often a 
direct response to 
Pepper's behavior 

     

The behavior of Pepper 
was often in direct 
response to my 
behavior 

     

I reciprocated Pepper's 
actions      

Pepper reciprocated my 
actions      

Pepper’s behavior was 
closely tied to my 
behavior 

     

My behavior was closely 
tied to Pepper's 
behavior 
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Appendix D 
Appendix C: The results of the interaction repeated measures ANOVA of the time on the left side and the number of steps on the right 

side. The p =< .05 are indicated with red boundaries and p =< 0.10 are indicated with dotted red boundaries. 

 


